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A P P E A R A N C E S:Cummings & LockwoodBy: E. Terry Durant, Esq.,for the HospitalZeman, Daly & SilvesterBy: William S. Zeman, Esq.for the Association DECISION, ORDERandDIRECTION OF ELECTIONOn February 5, 1974, the Connecticut Nurses' Association, hereinafter the Association, filed with theConnecticut State Board of Labor Relations, hereinafter the Board, three petitions each alleging that aquestion had arisen concerning the representation of the employees of the Danbury Hospital, hereinafterthe Hospital, in the following units:(1) No. E-2728: all registered professional nurses employed at the [Hospital] as staff nurses workingan average of twenty hours or more a week;



(2) No. E-2729: all registered professional nurses employed at the [Hospital] as staff nurses averagingless than twenty hours a week;(3) No. E-2730: all registered professional nurses employed at the [Hospital] as Head Nurses andInservice Educators;and requesting that, pursuant to section 31-106 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, hereinafterthe Act, the Board investigate said question and certify to the parties the name of the representative thathas been designated or selected by said employees.After the requisite administrative steps had been duly taken the matter was brought on for hearingsbefore the Board in the Labor Department Building in Wethersfield on April 25, May 9, and June 10, 1974.The parties appeared at the hearings and were represented by counsel. Full opportunity was given toadduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. Written briefs were filed byboth parties and also by the Connecticut Hospital Association.At the May 9th hearing the Association amended its petition in No. E-2728 to claim the following unit:all registered professional nurses employed at Danbury Hospital as staffnurses and head nurses working an average of twenty hours or more aweek, excluding inservice educators.This operated as a withdrawal of the petition in No. E-2730. The petition in No. E-2729 remainedunchanged.The hospital urged that head nurses were supervisors and should not therefore be included in a unit withnon-supervisors; also that there should be a single unit of all regularly employed staff nurses.In the course of the hearings the parties agreed to the exclusion of nurses employed as "casuals" orPRNs". I.The first question before us is whether head nurses are to be included in the unit. Supervisors, as thatterm is used in the Act, are employees entitled to its protection. Sec. 31-101(13). But in the case ofhospitals they may not be included in the same unit with non-supervisors. Sec. 31-106 (a) (3). We havedecided consistently that head nurses are supervisors within the meaning of the Act. New MilfordHospital, Inc., Case No. E-1684, Decn. No. 817 (l968); The Waterbury Hospital, Inc., Case Nos. E-1648 andE-1700, Decn. No. 829 (1968); The Norwalk Hospital, Case No. E-1667, Decn. No. 820 (1968). The dutiesand responsibilities of the head nurses at Danbury Hospital, as shown by the record, are substantially thesame as those in the cases cited. We see no reason to depart from our former rulings.The issue remaining for decision is whether the regularly employed staff nurses should be included in asingle unit or put into two units, one of those employed 20 hours or more a week and another of thoseemployed less than 20 hours. We proceed to the consideration of this issue.II.In petitioning for a separate unit of nurses who work regularly less than 20 hours a week the Associationwas conforming to the decision of this Board in Meriden-Wallingford Hospital, Case No. E-2603, Decn. No.1180 (Nov. 30, 1973, hereinafter referred to as Meriden-Wallingford II. The Hospital attacks that decision



as a violation of the State's Administrative Procedure Act. Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 4-166 at seq; P.A. 73-620,(hereinafter APA). This attack is based on a complete misunderstanding of APA and also of Meriden-Wallingford II.The provisions of APA invoked by the Hospital apply to rules or regulations promulgated by anadministrative agency; they have no application to decisions or adjudications which this Board is calledon to make in its quasi-judicial capacity. As the leading commentator on administrative law puts it, "Arule (or a 'regulation' - a term used interchangeably with 'rule'is the product of rule making, and rulemaking is the part of the administrative process that resembles a legislature's enactment of a statute.Adjudication is the part of the administrative process that resembles a court's decision of a case." 1 Davis,Administrative Law Treatise 85.01, p. 285 (1958). He goes on to point out that a regulation is typicallyaddressed to the future and to "indicated but unnamed and unspecified persons and situations," whileadjudication operates on specific individuals and determines their rights with respect to past and then-present facts. See also Holmes, J., in Prentiss v. Atlantic Coast Line RR, 211 U.S. 210, 226 (1908).The Meriden-Wallingford II decision was in all senses an adjudication of a dispute between actual partiesbased on past or then-existing concrete facts. It was in no sense a rule or regulation within the meaning ofAPA. Of course this decision, like any other decision of a court or administrative tribunal, may be invokedas a precedent in later disputes between different parties and under a traditional principle of the Anglo-American common law the earlier decision is likely to be followed if the facts of the two cases aresubstantially similar. This principle, stare decisis, tends to give consistency and continuity in theapplication of the law. These are important objectives but they are not the only ones, and the rule of staredecisis is not rigid or inexorable. Parties to the later case, if they are not bound by the stricter rules of resjudicata (which apply when the question arises a second time between the same parties), may alwaysurge the tribunal to overrule its prior decision by making a stronger or a different showing than did theparties to the former dispute. On more than one occasion this Board has declined to follow its own priorruling when it has been convinced by later argument or later events that the prior ruling was unsound.This is the key to the difference between regulation and adjudication. All who come within the purview ofa regulation will be bound by it, yet they are not parties to the rule-making process; hence, the safeguardsof their interests provided by APA. But the mere possibility that non-parties may be affected by the loosersanction of stare decisis has never been thought to entitle them to such safeguards in an action betweenstrangers and APA does not puport to extend its safeguards to them. If the contention of the Hospitalwere accepted, APA would apply to all adjudications of an administrative board, as well as to its rules andregulations, because all such adjudications embody a rule which may affect non-parties in future cases bythe principle of stare decisis.Another fallacy in the Hospital's reasoning is its assumption that the Meriden-Wallinqford II decision wasa departure from previous Board rulings. In fact it was not a departure at all. The Board's twenty hourrule* was never based on the notion that a part time (under 20 hour) employee was not an employeewithin the meaning of the Act. This is clearly shown by such rulings as Yankee Silversmith, Case No. E-832, Decn. No. 429 (1956). The twenty-hour rule was based on entirely different reasoning, namely that
* The word "rule" is used here in a different sense from that which equates "rule" with "regulation." Here the word means arule arrived at through judicial or administrative decisions by a sort of common law process. This also is common usage inthe profession, witness the "rule in Erie Railroad v. Tompkins," the "rule in Hadley v. Baxendale" or, for that matter, "therule in Shelley's case."The Hospital in its brief fails to recognize this ambiguity in the common uses of the word "rule" (Br. p. 13).



part time workers ordinarily do not have the same interest in their job and its conditions as do full timeworkers so that they ought not to be included in the same bargaining unit. We feared that if they wereboth put in the same unit the votes of part-timers would unduly dilute the voting strength of the full-timers whose dependence upon the job was so much more significant. The Board has never held thatpart-timers were not employees within the meaning of the private sector statute. There was never apetition before Meriden-Wallingford II which sought to put them in a separate unit, but whenever theirinclusion in a larger unit did not threaten the evil which the rule was designed to prevent, then the Boardincluded them. Yankee Silversmith, supra; E. L. Realty Company, operating Lord Indoor-Outdoor Theatre,Decn. No. 342, (1955).The Municipal Employee Relations Act proceeds on a different course; it expressly excludes those whowork less than twenty hours from the statutory definition of employees who are entitled to theprotection of that statute. Section 7-467(2). No such provision is made in the private sector statute. Andby no legitimate process may a legislative intent be implied to exclude such part-timers from theprotection of that act. As the Hospital suggests, the Board found the origin of MERA's twenty-hour rule tolie in the Board's earlier decisions and the Board at one time felt that the dimensions of the rule should bethe same under both our twin statutes. Thompson Board of Ed., Case No. ME-l900, Decn. No. 925 (1970).But we never thought fora moment that the effect of the rule's application would be the same under bothstatutes. Such a conclusion would fly in the face of clear legislative language which does not exclude part-timers as employees under the Labor Relations Act, and does exclude them under MERA.On careful reconsideration we reaffirm Meriden-Wallingford II. Whenever the Board's twenty-hourdecisions are applied they will exclude part-timers from a unit made up of a substantial number of full-timers. A decision of this kind is one the Board has statutory power to make, Section 31-106(a). But theBoard does not have the power to deny the Act's protection to an employee whom the Legislature has notexcluded from the Act's coverage. Given an application of the twenty-hour rule under the Labor RelationsAct, the result in Meriden-Wallingford II follows as the night the day.The question remains, however, whether the twenty-hour rule should be applied in this case. We decidethat it should not be. As noted above that rule was designed to prevent the voting strength of full timeemployees whose stake in the job was great from being diluted by the votes of part-timers whose stakewas very much less and whose attitude toward the job would consequently be quite different. In the earlycases, the part-timers were typically persons who had a principal job elsewhere and were simplymoonlighting on the job in question. We did not feel that there was sufficient community of interestbetween such employees and the full-timers who regarded the job as their mainstay to warrant a singleunit with its attendant risk that the wishes of a majority of full-timers might be overridden by thosewhose interest in the job was different and less. We have not confined the rule to cases where this typicalpattern was affirmatively shown by the evidence; but we have not applied it where a sufficientcommunity of interest has been shown on some firm, objective basis.We find that such a community of interest is shown by the record before us. All the nurses in the unitsought by the Hospital are registered nurses licensed by the State. This gives them the common bond ofbelonging to a single closely-knit profession which was lacking among the employees in the early twenty-hour cases. In addition to that are other common conditions of employment at the Hospital, both regularpart-timers and full-timers share the following:
-- they work under the same job descriptions;
-- they work in the same wards;
-- they work the same shifts (all employees, full or part time being required to work full shifts);



-- they have the same supervisors;
-- they are required to work every other weekend;
-- they have personnel folders, with identical formats;
-- they work holidays on a rotating basis;
-- they must rotate shifts;
-- they follow the same reporting procedures if they are absent or ill;
-- they are paid the same hourly rate which is a function of their experience;
-- they are paid on the same day;
-- they punch time clocks;
-- they have vacation rights based on seniority;
-- they share the same facilities, cafeteria, etc.
-- they are subject to the same hospital rules; and
-- they share the same professional goals.Another feature tends to distinguish this case from Norwich City Cab and its progeny. There was anaffirmative showing here that virtually none of the regular part time nurses had other employment.The record here affords a solid basis for distinguishing our prior rulings, with the possible exception ofMeriden-Wallingford Hospital, Case No. E-2515, Decn. No. 1143 (May 25, 1973) hereinafter Meriden-Walllngford I. In view of that we feel free to consider collateral arguments such as the difficulty posed bythe statutory limit on the number of non-supervisory professional units which may be created inhospitals. Sec. 31-106(a)(4). Since the number of such units is limited by law to five, and since a hospitalstaff includes members of many different professions, there is a practical reason for not creating twounits within a professional group.It remains to consider our prior ruling in Meriden-Wallingford I. In that case the showing of communityof interest between part time and full time nurses was not as detailed and impressive as it is in this case.Nevertheless we recognize that the cases may not be readily distinguishable and we should be willing toreconsider that decision if the proper occasion arises.The Hospital also asks the Board to repudiate altogether its twenty hour rule and adopt instead NLRB'srule which makes no distinction between part time and full time employees so long as the former areemployed on a regular basis. We always give weight to NLRB's decisions and often follow them. In thisinstance, however, we shall not do so. The Hospital's request overlooks our separate history. When wedecided Norwich Cab in 1955, we were well aware of departing from NLRB's rule. Our departure metgeneral approval by both management and labor and was adopted by the Legislature in MERA ten yearslater (although different and stronger legal consequences were attached to failure to meet the 20 hourtest). We have followed the 20 hour rule consistently since 1955 though we have found exceptions and



limitations to its application as we do here. This is, indeed, the first time we have been asked to abandonit. We see no reason to do so. ORDER and DIRECTION OF ELECTIONBy virtue of the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by the Act, it is herebyORDERED, that as part of the determination by the Board to ascertain the exclusive representative forcollective bargaining within the Hospital, an election by secret ballot shall be conducted under thesupervision of the Agent of the Board within forty-five (45) days of the issuance hereof, amongemployees of the Hospital in a unit consisting in all regularly employed professional registered nursesemployed by it excluding head nurses, inservice education, and "casuals" or “PRNs," to determinewhether or not they desire to be represented by Danbury Hospital Professional Nurses' Association,Connecticut Nurses' Association,' through its appropriate unit.
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